Traditional style Reimagined
The Holborn collection is a range of products that have been specially
developed with design-led innovation, using the latest production
technologies whilst considering traditional design concepts.
We bring the original quirks and classic style from late 19th century
into modern 21st century living.
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The Sanitaryware Collection
Our exclusive sanitaryware range is a twist on traditional decor.
Inspired by the best of Victorian design, you’ll find charming touches from the 1800’s
such as angular lines and elegantly moulded details. Crafted in vitreous china with a luxury
glazed finish, it’s also incredibly strong and easy to clean.

“The most alluring spaces are those that are thought-provoking
but not overpowering”
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The humble basin can often be an afterthought; however, it would have once been a focal point.
Every Holborn basin features a flawless surface with a deep bathing capacity and lustrous finish.
The toned-down mouldings mean you can pair with classic faucets for a true Victorian feel
or combined with more industrial elements for a modern loft style.

550mm semi-recess basin 1TH
W550 H193 D442 H01901 £95

500mm basin 2TH
W500 H250 D310 H06393 £85

550mm semi-recess basin 2TH
W550 H193 D442 H01902 £95

560mm basin
1TH H01891/ 2TH H06394
W550 H250 D480 £95
610mm basin
1TH H01892/ 2TH H06395
W610 H250 D506 £105
Pedestal H01899 £55

845mm console basin
ITH / 2TH / 3TH
W845 H870 D575 H06161 £565
Ceramic legs H06160 £140

500mm basin and heated washstand
W500 H970 D310
H01234/H03807 £325
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If you have the luxury of high ceilings in your home, go bold with an iconic high-level toilet to add a touch
of opulence. For smaller spaces a low-level toilet still pays homage to the traditional Victorian design
of an exposed flush pipe but requires less space. The ceramic levers add a touch of timeless elegance.

Back to wall pan
W385 H410 D520
H01893 £140

Standard WC
W460 H725 D675
H01895/H01894 £260

Low level WC
H01898/H01897/H01237 £350

High level WC
H01898/H01896/H01238 £599

Soft close wooden toilet seat.
Gloss White H02697 £80

Soft close wooden toilet seat.
Natural Oak H02793 £80

Soft close wooden toilet seat.
Dust grey H02705 £80

Soft close wooden toilet seat.
Crema H02704 £80

The Bath Collection
Bring a touch of elegance, comfort and nostalgia to your home with our collection
of freestanding baths. Lie back and unwind in a timeless classic that integrates traditional
features like a romantic roll top and raised bath feet or indulge in a more statement style
with a mood enhancing colour finish and sculptured slipper back.

“Create an extraordinary home with unique treasures,
oddities, and curiosities”
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Bow
Wake up traditional bathrooms with the Bow Freestanding Bath. It has an exceptional matt black or gloss
white exterior and double-ended bow sides for luxury comfort. Add your own style with three plinth options,
in a choice of black, white and brass, which heightens this bath’s traditional appearance.

Twin-skinned luxury freestanding double-ended
traditional bath with integrated white waste
1800 x 800mm in white H05963 £1,295
or graphite H05964 £1,495
Optional plinth in Black H06165, White H06164
or Brass H06166 £345
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Knightsbridge

Islington

Mixing heritage style with hotel chic,
our Knightsbridge Freestanding Bath
is a sure-fire way to make your bathtub
the star of the show. Roll-top edges provide
a subtle nod to traditionalism and the
ultimate for relaxation.

Enjoy a bathroom that exudes traditional,
metropolitan style with the Islington
freestanding bath. It’s made with a spacious
interior to shower in and reclining area
to bathe in, making it a stately bathtub
that’s perfect for everyday spaces.

Twin-skinned luxury freestanding double-ended
bath with a scratched aluminium effect finish.
1700 x 740mm H01367 £2,750

Luxury traditional freestanding thin-rimmed singleended bath with chrome ball feet and wall lip.
1500 x 750mm LH H01741 RH H01742 £750
1700 x 750mm LH H01743 RH H01744 £772
Dedicated bath screen W850 H1450 H01740 £328
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Bramhope

Belmont

A freestanding bath that caters to more than
just traditional interiors, our thin-rimmed
Bramhope Bath is the perfect partner for lovers
of eclectic style. It’s inspired by a blend
of decorating styles, fusing period glamour
with contemporary minimalism.

If the classic, roll-top bath doesn’t suit your
fancy, our thin-rimmed Belmont Bath
is another way to instil character and class.
Available in two sizes, it brings an eclectic
flourish to bathroom schemes and comes
with traditional chrome ball feet.

Luxury traditional freestanding thin-rim
double-ended bath with chrome ball feet
1600 x 750mm H01359 £1,008

Luxury traditional freestanding thin-rim slipper bath
with chrome ball feet
1520 x 710mm H01357 £899
1700 x 710mm H01358 £999
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Proudly manufactured
in Great Britain

Proudly manufactured
in Great Britain

Kilnsey
The perfect way to borrow from the past,
the Kilnsey Freestanding Bath is a traditional
centrepiece filled with early twentieth-century
elegance. With its roll-top edges, straight sides
and classic, curved back, the Edwardian look
has never been easier, or more comfortable.

Hebden
With its indulgent roll-top design,
the Hebden Freestanding Bath is the
ultimate timeless bath. It offers character
and class to traditional homes and boasts
a luxuriously deep bathing area.

Double-ended freestanding bath
1700 x 750mm H01054 £745
With Dust Grey finish H01055 £930
(Bath feet required)

Single-ended freestanding bath
1700 x 750mm H01052 £745
With Dust Grey finish H01053 £930
(Bath feet required)
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Proudly manufactured
in Great Britain
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Camden

Extras

Inspired by the classic Victorian design,
our British-made Camden Bath features
a deep slipper back to create a sanctuary
of relaxation.

Feet Options
Slipper freestanding bath
1500 x 750mm H01050 £745
With Dust Grey finish H01051 £930
(Bath feet required)

Modern foot set
H01083 £185

Ball and claw foot set
H01082 £185

Traditional ball and claw
White H01088 £185

Traditional ball and claw
Black H01086 £185

Waste Options

Chain waste kit inc: waste,
P trap & telescopic pipe shrouds
- exposed H01080 £325

Pop up waste kit inc: waste,
P trap & telescopic pipe shrouds
- exposed H01081 £430

Stowaway chain bath waste
- exposed H01079 £115

Stowaway chain bath waste
- non exposed H01077 £40

The Furniture Collection
Introduce old-fashioned decadence into the mix. Our Holborn vanity units with solid surface worktops
and embellishment in the form of classic tongue and groove panelling provide a heritage look imbued
with traits of Boutique Hotel Chic.
These iconic British designs are made in Great Britain using the finest colour tones and finishes.
If you are looking for a luxurious, boutique piece with a conventional style,
then Holborn furniture is right choice for you and your home.

“A floor plan is a story waiting to happen and you are the author”
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Proudly manufactured
in Great Britain

Available in Dust Grey and Crema
Crema

Dust Grey

Handle Options

900mm 3 door floorstanding vanity unit.
Crema H06453/H06455 or Dust Grey H06454/H06456 £940
Undercounter basin H06469 £90

Price per handle £6

Crackle Glaze
H02585

White Ceramic
H02586

Chrome
H02584

Solid Surface Worktops
900mm Solid Surface Worktop LH
Jet J01 Ice White W01 Carrara C01 £375
900mm Solid Surface Worktop RH
Jet J02 Ice White W02 Carrara C02 £375
900mm Solid Surface Worktop Upstand
Jet J03 Ice White W03 Carrara C03 £60
1200mm Solid Surface Worktop
Jet J04 Ice White W04 Carrara C04 £550
1200mm Solid Surface Worktop Upstand
Jet J05 Ice White W05 Carrara C05 £105
1200mm 4 door floorstanding vanity unit.
Crema H06453/H06455(x2) or Dust Grey H06454/H06456(x2) £1,545
Undercounter basin H06469 £90

Please note: Prices exclude worktop and handles, please order separately

Jet

Carrara

Ice White
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Available in Dust Grey and Crema

Proudly manufactured
in Great Britain

Dust Grey

Crema

600mm vanity unit W590 H860 D453
Crema H02578 or Dust Grey H02579 £400
600mm standard basin H02599 £155
Undercounter basin H02600 £90

600mm wall hung unit W590 H400 D453
Crema H02574 or Dust Grey H02575 £345
600mm standard basin H02599 £155
Undercounter basin H02600 £90

Handle Options
Price per handle £6

new image
900 floor standing unit W890 H860 D453
Crema H02576 or Dust Grey H02577 £575

Wooden cistern box W570 H398 D250
Crema H02582 or Dust Grey H02583 £155

Undercounter basin H02600 £90

Crackle Glaze
H02585

White Ceramic
H02586

Chrome
H02584

Solid Surface Worktops
600mm Solid Surface Worktop
Jet J06 Ice White W06 Carrara C06 £290
600mm Solid Surface Worktop Upstand
Jet J07 Ice White W07 Carrara C07 £45
900mm Solid Surface Worktop
Jet J08 Ice White W08 Carrara C08 £345
900mm Solid Surface Worktop Upstand
Jet J03 Ice White W03 Carrara C03 £60

600mm mirror cabinet W640 H630 D150
Crema H02732 or Dust Grey H02733 £251

Jet
Tall unit W346 H1436 D355
Crema H02580 or Dust Grey H02581 £410

Please note: Prices exclude worktop and handles, please order separately

Carrara

Ice White
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Proudly manufactured
in Great Britain

Available in Dust Grey and Crema
Crema

Dust Grey

Handle Options
Price per handle £6

600mm base unit inc. ceramic basin 1TH
W600 H800 D334 Crema H02726/H01235
Dust Grey H02727/H01235 £575

600mm mirror cabinet
W640 H630 D150
Crema H03732 Dust Grey H02733 £250

Crackle Glaze
H02585

White Ceramic
H02586

Chrome
H02584

Ancillary Items
2000mm plinth
Crema H02724 Dust Grey H02725 £58
Traditional leg
Crema H02734 Dust Grey H02735 £58

Solid Surface Worktops
W1820 H25 D345 £420

600mm WC unit inc. Grohe concealed cistern
W600 H800 D334 Crema H02728/H01787
Dust Grey H02729/H01787 £520

300mm base unit
W300 H800 D334
Crema H02730 Dust Grey H02731 £198

Galaxy H02739

Sand Dune H02741

Polar H02740

Worktops
Bath front panel 1700mm
Crema H02718 Dust Grey H02719 £155
Bath end panel 700mm
Crema H02720 Dust Grey H02721 £100
Holborn Back to wall pan
W385 H410 D520 H01248 £140

W2000 H28 D345 £110

White H02771

Black Granite H02774

Blocked Walnut H02773

Dark Walnut H02772

Bath end panel 750mm
Crema H02722 Dust Grey H02723 £100

Please note: Prices exclude worktop and handles, please order separately

The Heating Collection
Oozing endless 19th century character and glamour our range of radiators and towel rails
provide practical bathroom heating whilst heightening the feel of your space.
The ball-joint features inject a burst of class and the varying styles and colour mean
you don’t have to compromise on your design to accommodate space.

“You’ll never see elegance go out of style”
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Charter
W673 H966. 845 Btu/hr.
Chrome H03886 £385

Holborn

State

W500 H970 Heated washstand with 500mm 2TH basin.
535 Btu/hr. Chrome H03807/H01234 £325

W683 H778. 1835 Btu/hr. Chrome H03884 £465

Statton

Chatsworth

W673 H963. 1211 Btu/hr. Chrome H03883 £365

W673 H966 D165. 845Btu/hr. Black Nickel H06513 £405
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Oxford

Howard

Cast Iron provide a level of heat that’s far
superior to steel and aluminium radiators.
Each Oxford radiator has been melted
and moulded to an nineteenth-century
specification, and is decorated with classical,
Victorian engraving that evokes a wonderfully,
nostalgic feel.

W574 H1500. 2736 Btu/hr.
Chrome/White H03844 £575

W606 H470. 2051 Btu/hr.
RAW Metal H06001 £1,595
W852 H710. 4879 Btu/hr.
RAW Metal H06002 £2,595
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Blenheim
W574 H1362. 2574 Btu/hr.
Chrome/White H03845 £315

Edwardian

Radley

Victorian

W741 H491. 1945 Btu/hr.
Chrome/White H03885 £315

W493 H963. 1668 Btu/hr. Chrome/White H03887 £395

W553 H1130. 3275 Btu/hr. Chrome/White H03881 £525

Wentworth

Academy

Empire

W673 H963 D230. 3410Btu/hr.
Black Nickel H06514 £545

W673 H963. 3520 Btu/hr. Chrome/White H03888 £345

W673 H963. 1985 Btu/hr. Chrome/White H03882 £415

The Brassware Collection
Recreate your favourite era with our dazzling taps incorporating design styles of yesteryear,
in a range of finishes such as chrome, brass and matt black to inject a subtle note
of period charm and elegance.

“While it may seem small, the ripple of small things is astonishing”
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Lever
An old-fashioned bathroom needs an old-fashioned tap. Luckily, we’ve designed
our Holborn Lever range so that it offers timeless appeal to all ‘old-fashioned’
interiors. Inspired by a range of Victorian and Edwardian influences.

Basin mixer with click-clack waste
H02056 £155
MP

Bath filler H02055 £175
MP

Basin taps H02057 £75
Bath taps H02058 £75
MP

Bath shower mixer H02054 £255
MP
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Edwardian
Our Edwardian taps creates a stately, elegant look in bathrooms.
They feature a curved design that adds a refined feel to baths and basins.
Topped with crosshead controls and ceramic indicators.

Basin mixer with click-clack waste H02017 £135

Basin taps H02018 £95

LP1

MP

Bath taps H02019 £105

Bath filler H02016 £165

Bath shower mixer H02015 £255

HP1

MP

MP
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Victorian
Inject Victorian charm into everyday life with these beautiful taps.
Crosshead controls, structured lines and a pointed spout give you all of the
characteristics of decorative period design.

Basin taps H02112 £95

Basin mixer with click-clack waste H02111 £135
Bidet mixer with click-clack waste H02114 £135

MP

MP

Bath taps H02113 £105

Bath filler H02110 £165

Bath shower mixer H02109 £255

HP1

MP

MP
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Chancery
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Hatton

Basin mixer
H06048 £175
MP

Wall-mounted bath shower mixer
H06054 £245
HP1

Basin taps H06044 £165
Bath taps H06045 £175
MP

Basin mixer with click-clack waste
H06056 £185

3 Tap hole basin mixer with waste
H06057 £195

Wall-mounted basin mixer
(without waste) H06060 £155

Freestanding bath shower mixer
with stand pipes H06055 £365

Wall mounted basin mixer
(without waste) H06050 £245

3 Tap hole basin mixer
H06053 £285

Bath filler
H06052 £305

Bath shower mixer
H06047 £325

HP1

HP1

HP1

HP1

HP1

HP1

MP

HP1
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Carlos
A perfect choice for traditional and contemporary enthusiasts, the exceptional design of the Carlos
creates sleek shapes in a choice of finishes. If your taste is more traditional select the Chrome,
however if your desired finish is more an industrial style then select the truely exquisite, velvet black.

Basin mixer with pop-up waste
ChromeH04220 £275
Black H07361 £695

3 tap hole basin mixer with pop-up waste
Chrome H04219 £425
Black H07362 £825

HP1

HP1

Wall-mounted basin mixer (without waste)
Chrome H04221 £425
Black H07364 £825

Wall-mounted bath shower mixer
Chrome H04218 £445
Black H07363 £965

Freestanding bath shower mixer with stand pipes
Chrome H04222 £1,095
Black H07365 £2,195

HP1

HP1

HP1
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Etros
Etros offers the opulence of a traditional bathroom. But with the convenience
of a modern tap. Exquisite brass, ceramic levers and moulded detail ensure
this range instils lasting beauty and authenticity.

Basin mixer H03235 £295

3TH basin mixer H03233 £335

3TH swivel basin mixer H03234 £365

HP1

HP1

HP1

4TH deck mounted bath shower mixer H03232 £555

Wall mounted bath shower mixer H03231 £425

HP1

HP1

The Shower Collection
Traditional bathroom designs don’t need to compromise on a state-of-the-art shower.
Using modern technologies and charming design features you can make your morning
showers one to remember with our invigorating traditional-inspired fixtures.

“The heart and soul of your home is creativity and innovation”
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Edwardian

Etros

Shaftesbury

Victorian

Exposed thermostatic shower valve
with traditional slide rail kit H06039 £655

Exposed mixer shower valve
with grand rigid riser kit and diverter H03218 £995

Exposed thermostatic shower valve
with grand rigid riser kit and diverter H06040 £435

Exposed thermostatic shower valve
with rigid riser kit H04082 £395

MP

MP

MP

MP
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Our ready made packs and columns make finding a traditional shower easier.
They include a luxury valve and slide rail, and can be used with fixed, mounted or existing shower heads.

Edwardian

Victorian

Wentworth

Charter

Etros

Square concealed thermostatic
shower valve with traditional head
and wall mounted arm H04079 £345

Round concealed thermostatic shower
valve with 225mm traditional head
and wall-mounted arm H04080 £555

Exposed thermostatic shower valve
with traditional slide rail kit
H04081 £315

Exposed thermostatic shower valve
with traditional slide rail kit H06212 £470

MP

MP

Twin concealed thermostatic shower
valve with diverter, traditional slide rail
kit and traditional wall-mounted head
H04078 £465
MP

MP

MP
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Traditional valves are great for paying homage to historic periods,
but which era is right for your shower? Whatever you choose,
you won’t go wrong with any of our Holborn valves, which are designed
for modern living to help you concentrate on creating your favourite look.

Etros Exposed thermostatic shower
valve H03236 £215
HP1

Carlos Concealed 3 tap hole 2-way
thermostatic shower valve
H04223 £355
HP1

225mm Traditional Shower Head
H03259 £95

8” Apron Shower Head
H05800 £175

MP

MP

Edwardian Round concealed
thermostatic shower valve
H02020 £365
HP2

200mm Traditional Shower Head
H04200 £225
HP1

350mm Traditional Shower Arm
H04199 £95

Edwardian Exposed thermostatic
shower valve
H02022 £375

Chancery Concealed 3-way
thermostatic shower valve
H06059 £195

Edwardian Square concealed
thermostatic shower valve
H02021 £395

Carlos Concealed 3-way thermostatic
shower valve
Chrome H04224 £715
Black H07366 £1,595

LP2

HP1

HP2

HP1

The Enclosure Collection
Until a century ago, showers were purely functional in nature and a shower enclosure
was a figment of the imagination. Now an integral part of everyone’s daily routine
we have selected a range of a showers that delicately compliment a traditional interior
without dominating the room.

“A room should never allow the eye to settle in one place.
Let your design create a fantasy”
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Elegance Quad
Timeless and restrained, yet warm and inviting. The Elegance is all these things and more.
Perfect for anyone wanting an impressive enclosure that doesn’t feel imposing.

800mm Quadrant enclosure and tray LH H01479 RH H01478 £875
900mm Quadrant enclosure and tray LH H01481 RH H01480 £910
1000mm Quadrant enclosure and tray LH H01483 RH H01482 £945
900 x 760mm Offset quadrant enclosure and tray LH H01485 RH H01484 £880
1000 x 800mm Offset quadrant enclosure and tray LH H01487 RH H01486 £910
1200 x 800mm Offset quadrant enclosure and tray LH H01489 RH H01488 £945
1200 x 900m Offset quadrant enclosure and tray LH H01491 RH H01490 £965

Features
2000mm High - Magnetic Closing - Concealed Fittings - Wetroom Compatible
Top Cover Caps - Lifetime Guarantee - Adjustable Wall Profiles - 8mm Glass - Aquashield
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Elegance Hinge
An elegant enclosure that will stand the test of time. Featuring exquisite chrome detailing
and a generous 2000mm height.

900mm Hinge door & inline panel LH H01493 RH H01492 £765
1000mm Hinge door & inline panel LH H01495 RH H01494 £775
1100mm Hinge door & inline panel LH H01497 RH H01496 £795
1200mm Hinge door & inline panel LH H01499 RH H01498 £710
1400mm Hinge door & inline panel LH H01501 RH H01500 £815
1600mm Hinge door & inline panel LH H01503 RH H01502 £835
1700mm Hinge door & inline panel LH H01505 RH H01504 £855

700mm Side panel H01506 £295
760mm Side panel H01507 £310
800mm Side panel H01508 £320
900mm Side panel H01509 £325

Features
Reversible Enclosure - 2000mm High - Concealed Fittings - Wetroom Compatible - Top Cover Caps
Lifetime Guarantee - Adjustable Wall Profiles - 8mm Glass - Aquashield
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Velar+ Crittal Walk-In
Recreate the look of the iconic black steel window with the Velar Walk-In Enclosure.
The ultimate scene-stealer, the on-trend Crittall frame accommodates a whole range of decorative
influences, whilst adding architectural interest to your space.

900mm Walk-in panel with towel rail & stabilising bar H06354 £555
1000mm Walk-in panel with towel rail & stabilising bar H06352 £575
1200mm Walk-in panel with towel rail & stabilising bar H06353 £595
Dual access pack H06349 £75

Features
Reversible Enclosure - 1950mm High - Concealed Fittings - Wetroom Compatible
Top Cover Caps - Lifetime Guarantee - Adjustable Wall Profiles - 8mm Glass - Aquashield
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Velar+ Straight Walk-In
Add a contemporary window treatment to shower areas with the Velar Straight Walk-In Enclosure.
A fresh twist on the square crittall frame, this doorless shower screen couples solid 8mm glass
with stunning, black horizontal lines - a great way to lengthen and widen your space.

1000mm Walk-in front panel with black frame inc matt black support bar H06350 £575
1200mm Walk-in front panel with black frame inc matt black support bar H06351 £595
Dual access pack H06349 £75

Features
Reversible Enclosure - 1950mm High - Concealed Fittings - Wetroom Compatible
Top Cover Caps - Lifetime Guarantee - Adjustable Wall Profiles - 8mm Glass - Aquashield
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Velar+ Corner
Give ageing enclosures a dazzling makeover with the Velar Corner Entry. The space-saving corner
opening caters to tricky design layouts, whilst black Crittall panelling adds on-trend appeal
to bathroom corners.

900 x 900 hinged corner entry H06348 £675

Features
Reversible Enclosure - 2000mm High - Concealed Fittings - Wetroom Compatible
Top Cover Caps - Lifetime Guarantee - Adjustable Wall Profiles - 6mm Glass - Aquashield
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Traditional arched mirror.
Chrome W490 H673
H03706 £125

Traditional arched mirror
with glass shelf. Chrome W490 H700
H03707 £160

The Accessories Collection

Deco toilet roll holder H03699 £45

Toilet roll holder H03701 £30

Double robe hook H03705 £15

Soap dispenser H03716 £75

Towel rail H03703 £40

The symbol of all great designs is the attention to detail, our carefully selected high quality
chrome accessories provide you with the perfect finishing touch.

“The rooms in your home say something
about the people that live in them”

Toilet brush H03704 £75

Shower tidy H03702 £85

Glass shelf H03700 £60

English Panelling

Georgian

(Short, Tall or Full Size)
The most realisitic “butt and bead” effect board on the market! Ideal for
bathrooms, utility areas, halls and wherever a less formal or more “rural” look
is required. Georgian can be fixed direct to battens if the walls are very rough
and it is also the easiest to run up staircases. Two variations: the “Standard
Joint” has grooves 15cm apart and the “Wide Joint” has them at 20cm apart
(price and sheet size is the same for both).

Our Georgian panels look equally
stunning in traditional and contemporary
settings. Above: Standard Joint used
in a traditional setting and finished with
Dado rail. Left: Wide Joint used with
a more modern styled timber capping.
There is also the option to fit panelling
to studwork which not only conceals the
pipework but also creates a useful shelf
detail. This also allows insulation to be
used between the studwork if desired.
(Both these bathrooms use our 1200mm
high panelling cut down as necessary).

Joint detail

Standard Joint on 600mm wide panel

Wide Joint on 600mm wide panel

Above: Full Size Georgian Wide Joint
gives a light and airy feeling to this hallway.
Right: Full Size Georgian Standard Joint
on a Vanessa Arbuthnott brochure cover.
Below: Full Size Georgian Wide
Joint and Radiator Table.

Georgian is the
easiest of our
designs to run
up staircases.
Simply cut our
Full Size or
Tall sheets into
parallelograms
to suit the angle
of your stairs.

Edwardian
(Tall or Short)

The simple slim rectangles that feature in this design make it equally suitable
for contemporary as well as more traditional spaces and can even provide a
“Shaker” look through use of appropriate colours and a plain skirting board.
Available in two heights, 800mm and 1200mm, but remember to allow for
dado and skirting to calculate overall height.

Left:
Tall Edwardian
panels can add
interest to the most
boring of hallways!

Right: A customer
sent us this lovely
image of Short
Edwardian used in
their bedroom.

Regency
(Short only)

This design has a large “panel” size making it suitable for larger rooms. It
gives a lovely feeling of space and helps to improve proportions in rooms
with tall ceilings. As with all our open backed panel designs the square edged
recesses can be made more ornate simply by adding our 9 x 20mm ogee
beading. We sell this in 2.4m lengths but for Regency we are able to provide
it pre-mitred to make the job even quicker!
Right: Regency is
available in just one
size and is shown here
with optional ogee
beading for a more
classical appearance.
Below: Regency
(without the beading)
was used on the front
cover of The English
Home magazine.

Victorian
(Short)

This design differs from Tall Victorian in one very important respect. The
bottom rail of the frame is “missing” so that the panels can be “stacked”
vertically up to the required height. This enables the entire wall to be
panelled or alternatively just up to a picture rail as shown below. Use our 100
x 1200mm framing strips to complete the lowest rail. Short Victorian can
also be used in a single row just up to dado rail but remember that the bottom
rail will add 100mm to the 800mm panel height.
A similar look to this but with squares instead of rectangles can be obtained
with our Jacobean panelling (see later).

Above: This office was panelled using two rows of
Short Victorian which, together with the bottom
rail, skirting and picture rail, gave an overall height
of 185cm. Why not splash out on some tasteful
wallpaper...you won’t need much!
Left: Short Victorian in a spacious bathroom.
Note the bottom rail increases the overall panel
height to 900mm (plus skirting and dado).

Victorian
(Tall)

The taller version incorporates the bottom rail to give an overall height of
120cm (plus dado rail and your skirting board of course).

Work in progress! This
bay in the showroom
was created by bonding
the panels directly to
the plasterboard wall.

Here our Simple Dado
Rail has been aligned
flush with the top of the
panels so that the amount
of rail left showing (about
100mm) is the same as
for all the other rails. The
bottom rail of the panel
has been tucked 60mm
below the skirting for the
same reason.

Jacobean
(Small)

Ideal for creating the traditional English panelled study look but perfect also
for where a feature wall is called for. As with Short Victorian, the bottom rail
is “missing” so that the panels can be “stacked” vertically to the required
height. Because they are square, the panels can also be used horizontally,
making Jacobean possibly the easiest of the Open Backed designs to install.
Pre-mitred beading sets are available for this design if a more ornate look is
required.

Above: Small Jacobean,
used to great effect
as a feature wall in
a traditionally styled
bathroom.

Above: This customer used two rows of Small
Jacobean, one placed vertically and one placed
horizontally, to add the fourth square to the height.
With picture rail, bottom framing strip and skirting
this gave an overall height of 183cms. Note how they
packed out the vertical end rails slightly to avoid the
need to cut any of the squares. This is easy to do with
an extra framing strip cut down to suit.

Jacobean
(Large)

A scaled-up version of the Small Jacobean with larger recessed panels and
thicker rails makes the Large Jacobean ideal for bigger rooms or where a
less “busy” appearance is desired.

Above: Three rows of Large Jacobean, laid horizontally,
have been fitted with our ogee beading to give a more
solid classical statement in this room, which features
heavy oak beams on the ceiling. Note that the panels
have been built straight off the skirting rather than using a
framing strip as the starter rail, an option that can be used
to reduce overall height if necessary.

Left: Also note how this customer chose to
cut down the panels at either end of the wall.
This is ideal when there are an even number
of squares, as there is no option to adapt the
“centre square” instead. However the symmetry
is retained and so this works very well.

Mouldings
We do not supply Skirting boards as they come in a huge variety of shapes
and sizes and are readily available from your local builder’s merchant or DIY
store. However good quality timber mouldings are harder to find so this is
what we sell! Whilst high quality MDF is ideal for the panelling, we are not
big fans of using it for our mouldings as a crisper and truer profile is possible
using best quality Scandinavian Redwood instead.

Dado Rails

DADO1 Deep Rebated Dado
(39mm x 67mm h)

DADO2 Simple Dado
(26mm x 57mm h)

DADO3 Shallow Rebated Dado
(39mm x 67mm h)

Choose between face-fixed or sit-on (rebated) profiles. Although supplied in
2.4m lengths, we suggest you allow 2.0m of coverage per rail as mitring for
corners will inevitably incur a wastage factor that needs to be allowed for.

Above: Any dado can be used with all of our designs although rebated is ideal for
Georgian as it conceals the tops of all the grooves. Above we show that on Regency,
for example, the panel can be used either way up and with different dados to give
a choice of final finished heights. By using the deeper rail at the top with the dado
fitted flush with the top edge, a lower overall height is obtained as the dado height is
contained within the panel instead of adding approximately 50mm to it.

Mouldings

Picture Rails

Right: The perfect way
to finish off the top of
panelling taken to picture
rail height (this is usually
around three quarters of
the overall wall height). It
also has the added benefit
of providing a means of
hanging pictures using
traditional brass hooks!

Ogee Beading
A classic profile bead mould that can be used to create a more ornate panel
detail on any of our Open Backed designs. It can also be used as a “stop”
bead if required. Supplied in 2.4m lengths or in pre-mitred sets (of 4 pcs) for
our Regency and Small Jacobean designs. 9 x 20mm wide.

Left: Application of beading to the inner edges
of the panels can enhance the appearance by
creating more of a classical look but it is not
always necessary and it can always be added
on afterwards if you are not sure.
NB With the pre-mitred option remember to
order one set for each square!

Price List
Prices are per piece and exclude VAT.
All sizes are in mm.
ALL panels are made from best quality Moisture Resistant MDF

Georgian
Type
Short

Size (w x h)
600 x 800

1 - 29 pcs
£16.50

30 - 89 pcs
£14.00

90+ pcs
£10.75

Tall

600 x 1200

£23.00

£20.00

£16.00

1 - 9 pcs

10 - 19 pcs

20+ pcs

£69.00

£59.00

£49.00

Full Size

1220 x 2440

Edwardian
Type
Short

Size (w x h)
600 x 800

1 - 29 pcs
£17.00

30 - 89 pcs
£14.50

90+ pcs
£11.25

Tall

600 x 1200

£24.00

£21.00

£17.00

Victorian
Type
Short

Size (w x h)
600 x 800

1 - 29 pcs
£17.00

30 - 89 pcs
£14.50

90+ pcs
£11.25

Tall

600 x 1200

£24.00

£21.00

£17.00

30 - 89 pcs
£14.50

90+ pcs
£11.25

Regency
Type
Short

Size (w x h)
600 x 800

1 - 29 pcs
£17.00

Jacobean
Type
Small

Size (w x h)
400 x 1200

1 - 29 pcs
£17.00

30 - 89 pcs
£14.50

90+ pcs
£11.25

Large

600 x 1200

£24.00

£21.00

£17.00

Framing Strips
Type

Size

Each

Use for

FS1 100 x 800
FS2 100 x 1200

£1.75
£2.00

Short Vic/Ed vertical rails

FS3
FS4

£2.00
£2.00

130 x 800
75 x 1200

Tall Vic/Ed vertical rails and Short Vic horizontal rails
Large Jacobean vertical and horizontal rails
Regency vertical rails
Small Jacobean vertical and horizontal rails

Dado and Picture Rails
Type

Size

Price each

39 x 67 x 2400

£13.00

Deep Rebated Dado

(dado1)

Simple Face Fixed Dado

(dado2) 26 x 57 x 2400

Shallow Rebated Dado
Rebated Picture Rail

(dado3)
(Pic1)

20 x 67 x 2400
27 x 44 x 2400

£9.50
£11.00
£11.00

Beading
Size

Price

Description

9 x 20 x 470
9 x 20 x 2400

£4.75
£3.50

Set of 4 pieces pre-mitred for Regency panels
Single long length. Not mitred.

Delivery Charges

(Mainland UK excluding Highlands & Islands. Please call for export)
orders totalling under £50
orders totalling between £50 and £99
orders totalling £100 and over
Orders including full size sheets of Georgian Panelling

£9.00
£19.00
£29.00
£39.00

How do I calculate how many panels I need?
If you are just running a single row of panels (eg Georgian Tall) we suggest adding
up the total number of linear metres you are covering and dividing that by the width
of the panel. So to do a 10m run with Georgian Tall, for example, it would be 10
divided by 0.6 which would work out at 17 panels.
If you intend to cover most or all of a wall with panelling such as Short Victorian or
Jacobean it is probably easier to work out the area in square metres and divide that
figure by the area of the panel you are using (eg Short Victorian = 0.48 sq m).
We recommend allowing a wastage factor of about 5% for all designs. This will also
assist with the setting out. Contact us if you need any advice on quantities.
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